
 

It’s high time for George Lellios to grace our cover. This is his High Grade (1:144 scale) “The-O” from Bandai. George describes it as “a 
fun project from a couple of years ago, trying out new, shinier finishes.” He adds, “It was airbrushed mostly with Mission Models and 
Tamiya paints. Details were hand brushed with Vallejo paints.”
The PMX-003 The-O is a mobile suit from the series “Mobile Suit Zeta Gundam.” The fourth of five mobile suits built by the Newtype 
Paptimus Scirocco on the Jupitris, The-O is Scirocco’s personal mobile suit, and its control interface is specifically tuned for his use, mak-
ing it impossible to pilot for anyone besides Scirocco himself. The clear yellow rods simulate the output of three beam swords, which, 
along with a beam rifle, comprise the suit’s ordnance.

The next Patriot Chapter meeting will take place on Friday, July 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the First Parish 
Unitarian Church in Billerica, MA. The church is located on Concord Road, just as it meets Route 
3A (Boston Road) at the Billerica Town Common. Please note that this is the second Friday of the 
month due to the Independence Day holiday weekend. The July meeting will be a build session 
with a business meeting, Show-and-Tell, and a raffle.
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Minutes from the June Meeting

Show-and-Tell

Raffle Report

The meeting was chaired by chapter president George Lellios.

1. Patcon

A couple more vendors may be looking for tables. There are 
perhaps six tables left. 

The hall rental contract has been signed, starting at 7 a.m., and 
the fixed fee is for 7 hours. With additional per-hour fees it 
will cost $1500 to rent the hall until 5 p.m. The Fireside room 
must be cleared by 4 p.m. Our previous food truck vendor is no 
longer operating so we are looking for an alternative. The hall 
does have a kitchen and could offer things like hamburgers etc.

The Elks have approximately 54 tables available, which should 
be adequate.

The secretary queried that given the steep increase to our 
previous preferential fees, is it time to start considering other 
venues given that the new charges seem to be approaching 
standard hall levels?

2. Heritage Museum

The president asked if there as anything new from the Heritage 
Museum. Tom Warchal  responded that we are still waiting 
to hear from them.

3. Treasurer’s Report 

The monthly expense/income report was read; a motion to 
accept was passed.

4. Last month’s minutes

The minutes were read and accepted.

5. New members

A couple of potential new members attended the meeting: 
Keith and Patrick. Patrick has donated a quantity of Gunze 
and Testors paints to the club; they will be distributed at the 
July meeting.

6. New Business

A suggestion was made that club members entering competi-
tions and receiving awards (other than Patcon) bring those 
builds and trophies in for show display.

This concluded the business meeting, which was followed by 
Show-and-Tell and the monthly raffle.

—Richard Price, Secretary

George Lellios .................................1:144 “The O” (Bandai)
Tim Merry ...............................1:24 VW GTI Custom(AMT)
 1:24 Miller High Life van (AMT)
Pip Moss ........................................ 1:48 P-51D-10 (Tamiya)
 1:48 F-16C-32 Aggressor (Tamiya)
Bart Navarro ................................. 1:48 Bf 190 G-6 (Fujimi)
Richard Price ................ 1:700 USS Boston (Orange Hobby)
Ken Sullivan .......................... 1:72 C-45 Expeditor (Pioneer)
 1:72 F4F-3 Wildcat (Hobby Boss)
 1:72 de Havilland Mosquito Mk. VI (Tamiya)
John Walker ...................................1:72 Hs 126 A-1 (Airfix)
 1:72 Bf 109 F-4 (Italeri)
 1:72 Bf 109 G-14 (Academy)
 1:72 Bf 109 G-6/R6/trop (Academy)
 1:72 Bf 109 G-6/R6 (Hobby Boss)
 1:72 Bf 109 G-10 AS (Monogram)

June Winners
Ken Sullivan, Revell 1:25 Dodge Challenger Streetburner

John Walker, Revell 1:72 Halifax Mk. I/II

Thomas Warchal, Eduard Weekend Edition 1:48 S.E.5a
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Show-and-Tell Gallery

Tim Merry: 1:24 scale 1978 VW Rabbit GTI R32 swap (AMT body; Revell interior)
Here’s what Tim wrote about this build: “Body kit is the AMT 78 GTI. I used the interior and suspension from the Revell Mk. 2 GTI kit. The 3D 
printed R32 engine is from Iceman Collections. 18” BBS wheels are from Aoshima. I scratchbuilt a new engine bay to house the larger R32. I 
scratchbuilt the exhaust and added an aluminum exhaust tip from ZoomOn. The carpet was flocked using Ken’s Kustom Fuzzi Fur.
“Paint: base coat of red G-Paint—flat. I wasn’t happy with the outcome of a flat finish on a car, so I went over it all with Tamiya Clear Red, 
several coats. Decals are from the box.
“I spent by far the longest amount of time on this kit. And as pleased as I am, I’m looking forward to putting it back on the bench.”
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Tim Merry: 1:24 scale “Low Life” Miller Lite delivery van (AMT)
Tim replaced the kit wheel hubs with a set of 20” chrome rims. The Miller Lite/High Life decals were leftovers from the tractor trailer build 
featured in the April issue of this newsletter. The asymmetrical application was totally not because Time didn’t have matching decals. Tim 
writes, “The concept came first, the name came second. I allowed the “low life” attitude to inspire the paint job and graphics. I just wanted 
the van to be fun to look at, or to convey that scale modeling can be fun and not always stressful.”
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Pip Moss
1:48 scale F-16C Block 32

Aggressor (Tamiya)
The kit was built OOB with the exception of 
a resin ACESII ejection seat from Sierra Hotel. 
The model wears the second version of the 
“Flanker” aggressor scheme used in the Red 
Flag exercises at Nellis AFB. The paints used 
are SMS Premium for the Air Superiority Blue 
and Aggressor Blue, and Mr. Color for the 
Neutral Gray FS 36270. Metallic areas are 
various shades of Alclad II. Decals are from a 
Bullseye sheet; markings are for S/N 87-0267, 
414th CTS as photographed in 2001. The 
model carries typical aggressor ordnance: 
AN/ALQ-188 jamming pod on centerline, 
captive AIM-9M on port wingtip, and ACMI 
pod on starboard wingtip.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Pip Moss
1:48 scale P-51D-10-NA 

(Tamiya)
The following aftermarket items were used: 
True Details resin cockpit set, Quickboost resin 
exhausts and dropped flaps, and Ultracast 
resin propeller blades. The kit clear sliding 
canopy was replaced by the that part of a 
Squadron vacuform which was cut out and 
fitted to the kit frame piece. The wing panel 
lines were filled with putty and CA glue and 
sanded smooth.
The NMF is Alclad Duraluminum for the fu-
selage and metal control surfaces , RAF High 
Speed Silver for the puttied wing areas, and 
White Aluminum for fabric control surfaces. 
Layers of Alclad Burnt Metal Carbon were 
misted on for darkened panels. The green 
nose color was mixed from Mr. Color FS 34092 
and 34102. The blue rudder color was mixed 
from Pactra Royal Blue, Insignia Blue, and a 
dash of Model Master Navy Sea Blue.
Decals are from Fundekals (individual plane 
markings) and Aeromaster (national insignia). 
Markings are for “Daddy’s Girl” SN 44-14733 
flown by Ray Wetmore, 370th FS, 359th FG, 
East Wretham, UK, late 1944.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Bart Navarro
1:48 scale Bf 109 G-6 (Fujimi)

Bart built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Mr. Color acrylic lacquers. Decals are from 
the kit. Markings are for the 101st Home Air 
Defence Fighter Wing, Royal Hungarian Air 
Force, June 1944.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Richard Price
1:700 scale USS Boston CG-1
 (Orange Hobby)
Richard built the kit “almost” OOB, but notes 
that the kit includes an extensive photo-etch 
set. He replaced the warped main mast and 
3D resin printed the missiles from his own 3D 
drawings, noting that the kit parts were “nigh 
on impossible to assemble.” The model was 
painted with True North enamels.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Ken Sullivan: 1:72 scale C-45 Expeditor (Pioneer)
Ken built the kit OOB. After priming with Badger white Stynylrez primer, he used Mr. Color, Zero and MRP paints.

Ken writes: “The kit came with almost nothing for decals—just a few black numbers. I used spare NAVY decals and scrounged from kits in the 
stash. I used white decal paper for the windscreen framework instead of painting it. I had small hopes for this old, chunky, ill-fitting kit with 
no decals; but some Perfect Putty and a snazzy paint scheme transformed it into a really cool looking double-prop plane.
“A pilot told me the C-45 was tricky to land as it tended to bounce easily, so you had to ease it down or you’d hop down the runway. The trick 
was to land on the back of the tires and then push the nose down to hold it on the ground.”
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Ken Sullivan: 1:72 scale De Havilland Mosquito Mk. VI (Tamiya)
Ken built the kit OOB. Paints are Tamiya spray RAF Green decanted and airbrushed, and his own mixed lacquers for the gray shades. MRP 
for the interior; Mr. Color for the spinners. Rather than mask and spray paint the canopy, he spray painted some Tamiya masking tape strips 
and laid them over the framework. Ken: “I loved the process. With some practice of that technique the results could be perfect, I believe.”
Decals are from the kit. Markings are for RNZAF 487 Sqn. based at Hunsdon, Hertfordshire, UK, early 1944. The squadron’s primary mission 
during this time was night intruder raids over Europe. Ken adds, “I was champing at the bit to do a Mossie after wrecking my first attempt 
(Academy), which ended up in the circular file. This Tamiya kit was excellent and a pleasure to not screw up.”
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

Ken Sullivan
1:72 scale F4F-3 Wildcat

 (Hobby Boss) 
Ken built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Alclad Airframe Aluminum and Zero automo-
tive model lacquers. Decals are from the kit, 
but the red striping was not supplied, so Ken 
used Microscale red decal film. Markings are 
for a plane from VF-41 flying off USS Ranger 
in early 1941.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

John Walker: 1:72 scale Henschel Hs 126 A-1 (Airfix)
John built the kit almost OOB and painted it with Vallejo Model Air acrylics. Decals are from the kit. He writes, “Almost OOB except that I had 
to remake the cabane struts. Added paper seat belts. Scratchbuilt boarding ladder and whatever that is on the right fuselage side aft of the 
generator. Painted tape canopy frames.
“This was a started and somewhat broken up kit, but mostly complete as to parts in the box, that was part of a collection we gave away at a 
club meeting about three years ago. No one wanted it, and I thought, Why not see if it can be built? Well, it could be built, and here it is. Not 
too bad for a 45 year old kit using original decals!”
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

John Walker
1:72 scale Bf 109 F-4 (Italeri) 

John built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Vallejo Model Air acrylics with some pastels 
for weathering. He used painted invisible tape 
strips for the canopy framework. Decals are 
from Blue Rider. Markings are for a plane fly-
ing with the Slovak Air Force on the Eastern 
Front, 1942–43.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

John Walker
1:72 scale Bf 109 G-14
Academy) 

John built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Vallejo Model Air acrylics with some pastels  
for weathering. Canopy frames are a combi-
nation of painting and decal film strips. Decals 
are from the kit. Markings are for a plane flown 
by Gruppenkommandeur Eric Hartmann of 
I./JG52, Veszprém, Hungary, February 1945. 
Credited with shooting down a total of 352 
Allied aircraft (345 Soviet and 7 American) 
while serving with the Luftwaffe, Hartmann 
ranks as the most successful fighter ace in 
the history of aerial warfare.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

John Walker
1:72 scale Bf 109 G-6/R6/Trop

(Academy)
John built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Vallejo Model Air acrylics with some pastels  
for weathering. The canopy was sourced 
from the spares box and doesn’t fit very well. 
Canopy frames are painted strips of invisible 
tape. Decals are from Sky Decals. Markings 
are for the 365th Squadron of the Italian Air 
Force’s 150° Gruppo “Gigi Tre Osei” based 
at Sciacca, Italy, June 1943.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (continued)

John Walker
1:72 scale Bf 109 G-6/R6

(Hobby Boss)
John built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Vallejo Model Air acrylics with some pastels  
for weathering. Canopy frames are painted 
strips of invisible tape. Decals are from the 
kit. Markings are for 101st Home Air Defence 
Fighter Wing, Royal Hungarian Air Force, 
Hungary/Balkans, October 1944.
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Show-and-Tell Gallery (concluded)

John Walker
1:72 scale Bf 109 G-10 AS

(Monogram)
John built the kit OOB and painted it with 
Tamiya acrylics with some pastels  for weath-
ering. Canopy frames are a combination of 
painting and decal film strips. Decals are 
from Skymodels. Markings are for the 1st 
Squadron, 1º Gruppo caccia “Asso di bastoni” 
(“Ace of Clubs”) of the Italian Aeronautica 
Nazionale Republicana (Repulican National 
Air Force), Italy, February 1945.
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Upcoming Events

July 20–23 ......................IPMS National Convention/Contest, La Vista Conference Center, La Vista, NE.
  Log on to https://ipmsusa2022.com/

September 18 ...............Patcon 2022, IPMS Patriot Chapter, Hudson Elks Lodge, 99 Park Street, Hudson, MA
  Log on to ipmspatriot.org

October 2 .....................Baycon 2016, IPMS Bay Colony, Smithfield Elks Lodge, 326 Farnum Pike, Smithfield, RI.
  Contact Robert Magina: treadhead@comcast.net or 508-695-7754.

October 16 ...................GraniteCon 29 Granite State Modelers, The Falls Event Center, Manchester, NH.
  Contact Rodney Currier: nickmatt2@roadrunner.com.

October 22 ...................HVHMG 2017, IPMS Mid Hudson, Elks Club, Lodge Overocker Road, Poughkeepsie, NY.
  Contact John Gallagher: ggallagher@optonline.net  or 845-462-4740.
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